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PRO-2020 Scanner (200-0112)



Operation



Faxback Doc. # 45530



Operating Your Pro-2020



Turn on your Pro-2020 by rotating [VOLUME] clockwise.



(When first turned



on, your Pro-2020 may start scanning).



Rotate [SQUELCH] fully counterclockwise. the speaker.



You'll hear a rushing noise from



Slowly rotate [SQUELCH] clockwise until the noise just stops.



You're now ready to start entering frequencies.



Programming Frequencies



Before programming frequencies, make sure your Pro-2020 is turned on and the SQUELCH is adjusted.



Suppose you want to program Channel 1 to receive 162.55 MHz.



Here's how



you would do it:



1.



Press [MANUAL] and select channel 1.



You can do this in two ways:



press [MANUAL] continuously until the Display indicates Channel 1 or by pressing [1] [MANUAL].



2.



Press [PROGRAM] to enter the programming mode.



3.



Enter the desired frequency. [5] [5] keys.



In this case, press the [1] [6] [2] [.]



Check the display to make sure the frequency it shows
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is the one you meant to program.



4.



If it is, press the [ENTER] key.



To add more frequencies, just press [PROGRAM] to advance to the next channel and follow the steps above.



5.



If you ever want to change the frequency entered for a specific channel, just enter the new frequency "over" the old frequency using steps 1, 2, and 3.



Make a mistake while entering the frequency? correct frequency and press [ENTER].



Just press [CLEAR], enter the



If you're entering a new frequency in



place of an old one, the old frequency won't be "erased" when you press [CLEAR].



It will remain stored on that channel until you correctly enter a



new frequency and press [ENTER].



You'll hear a "peep" sound as you press the various keys.



This lets you



know the key has been properly "entered" into your Pro-2020.



Using the Scanning Function



Your Pro-2020 will automatically scan all the channels you've programmed and stop whenever it finds a signal.



To scan channels, just press the



[SCAN] key.



To stop scanning, just press [MANUAL] and you can select specific channels you want to listen to.



IMPORTANT!



Your Pro-2020 won't scan unless SQUELCH is set to the point where no sound is heard if a signal isn't being received.
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Delay Function



When your Pro-2020 is scanning, it will stop whenever it finds a signal on a channel.



As soon as the signal ends, the scanning function will resume.



Most communications heard will be two-way. replies, press [DELAY].



To make sure you don't miss any



This will cause your Pro-2020 to stay on a channel



for two seconds after the end of a transmission, giving you time to hear any reply.



To release the Delay function, just press [DELAY] again.



The



Delay indicator will show on the display when the Delay function is used.



Lockout Function



You may want your Pro-2020 to "skip over" certain frequencies while it's scanning (such as continuously transmitted weather broadcasts).



To "lock



out" such channels, follow these steps:



1.



Press [MANUAL] to stop scanning.



Continue to press [MANUAL] to



advance to the channel you want to lock out.



2.



When you reach the channel, press [LOCK OUT].



The display will show



[o] to indicate this channel will be skipped over during scanning.



3.



To release the lockout, press [MANUAL] to stop scanning.



Advance to



the channel that is locked out and press [LOCK OUT] once again. will disappear from the display.



If you use the lockout function on all channels, scanning will be
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impossible - you'll only be able to change channels using [MANUAL].



Speed Selection



Your Pro-2020 will normally scan channels at a rate of four channels per second.



If you press [SPEED], channels will be scanned at a rate of nine



per second.



Press [SPEED] again to return to a rate of four channels per



second.



Priority Function



You might want to scan other channels yet not miss a call on a channel of particular interest to you (police, fire, ambulance, etc.).



The Priority



function will let you scan other channels - but if a call is received on the Priority channel, your Pro-2020 will automatically switch to the Priority channel!



1.



Only Channel 1 can be used as Priority Channel: Key in the desired Priority frequency into Channel 1.



2.



Priority function works only when the unit is in Scan or Manual mode.



3.



Press [PRIORITY] to start Priority function.



A [P] will appear on the



display.



4.



Press [MANUAL] or [SCAN] to listen to other channels.



Your Pro-2020



will check the Priority channel and switch to it if a signal is received on it.
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5.



To cancel Priority function, press [PRIORITY] again.



the [P] will



disappear from the display.



SEARCHING WITH YOUR PRO-2020



One great feature of your Pro-2020 is its ability to "search" for frequencies being used. airwaves in your area!



This means you can hear all the action on the



1.



Press [PROGRAM] key.



2.



Press [LIMIT] key.



To use this great feature, just follow these steps:



Enter the lower limit of frequency range to be



searched (such as 45.00 MHz).



3.



Press [LIMIT] key again.



Press [ENTER].



Enter the upper limit of frequency range to



be searched (such as 46.00 MHz).



4.



Press [ENTER].



Press either [up arrow] or [down arrow] to start Search. will start search from the highest frequency and go down.



[Down arrow] [Up arrow]



will start from the lowest frequency and go up.



5.



You can control the speed of the search by using the [SPEED] key to accelerate or to slow down the search.



6.



Search will stop when a frequency is found with a signal.



To restart



search, press [up arrow] or [down arrow].
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pressed.



It is impossible to change the lower frequency only: to change



lower frequency you must change higher frequency first.



The higher



frequency can be changed any time.



Storing Frequencies



If you want to enter some of the frequencies found during search, do this:



1.



Press [MONITOR] when your Pro-2020 finds a frequency you want to store.



2.



Use [MANUAL] key to select a channel to enter the frequency your Pro2020 found.



The display will show the frequency currently stored on



the channel, but don't worry - the old frequency will be erased when you start to enter the new one.



3.



Press [PROGRAM].



4.



Press [MONITOR] again.



The new frequency found during the search will



be displayed.



5.



Press [ENTER] to put the new frequency into the channel in place of the old frequency.



6.



Press either [up arrow] or [down arrow] to resume the search.



To



return to manual or program operation, press [MANUAL] or [PROGRAM]. To resume the search from one of the limit frequencies, press [LIMIT] and then [up arrow] or [down arrow].
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Error Indications



Sometimes when you try to enter a frequency for a channel or as a search range limit, you may find an ------ on the display.



This means the



frequency is in error and you won't be able to enter it into your Pro-2020.



Such frequency errors usually mean you've entered a frequency outside the ranges your Pro-20202 operates on (such as 225.00 MHz) or you've put the decimal point in the wrong place (14.682 MHz instead of 146.82 MHz). carefully to find your mistake and then press [CLEAR]. the correct frequency.



(wr 07/31/98)
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Untitled - TSF70 

series AC Adapters, available from all dealers where the receiver is sold ..... the engine is run fast. .... the advanced digital functions can be confusing at first If the.
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Scanner Manual for ADF Scanner - Plustek 

Die Screenshots in diesem Handbuch beziehen sich auf Windows XP. Falls Sie Windows. 2000, Vista oder ..... Grafikkarte mit mindestens 16 Bit Farbtiefe. â—‹ Betriebssystem: ... Der USB-Scanner funktioniert nur unter Windows 2000 Professional/ XP/ Vist
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Untitled - TSF70 

Before operating the unit, please read this manual thoroughly and retain it for future ... For details, refer to â€œNotes on model types and receivable ... from the U.S. Government Printing Office, ... converter, 115.15-223 MHz can also be received. 
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Safety Laser Scanner - Main 

Appearance. Description. Model. Remarks ... Appearance. Description. Model. Remarks .... Series User's Manual. Note: This wiring example is for category 3.
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Barcode Scanner - Manhattan Products 

EN 55024:1998+A1:2001+A2:2003,IEC61000-3-2:2006, ... Pin No. Wand /. CCD /. Slot Reader. Laser Scanner. 1. N.C.. S.O.S.. 2. DATA. DATA. 3. N.C.. N.C.. 4. N.C.. N.C.. 5. N.C. ...... Far Eastern Technology Center. 7-F No. 125, Section 2, Da ...
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scanner la page titre 

Page 1 .... bassin de la rivière Natashquan, pour leur représentativité, et dans le cas de la Moisie, pour son statut également mondial. Il est à noter que cette ...
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PLL Synthesized Scanning Receiver - TSF70 

This equipment has been tested and found to comply with the limits ..... *When using the receiver on batteries, unplug the AC power adaptor ...... buildings. Try listening near a window. *Certain frequencies may be difficult to receive due to interna
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Wifi scanner - UserManual.wiki 

29 sept. 2016 - Just go to www.irislink.com/start and download your new software. > Quick User guide/Warranty. If you want to download the PDF versions of the Quick user guides of our products please go to .... 3 Turn on the Wifi connection on your P
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240 Scanner Service ... - MAFIADOC.COM 

Do not use the wall socket with connecting devices which may generate noise, for example, air- conditioner .... Used to change scanner setting to factory default value. .... LCD Display, the push button on the Control Panel, and LED display.
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AR8600 Index Section 1 - TSF70 

NiCads completely discharge. ... The BP8600 will typically provide around 300 charge / discharge cycles. ...... capacitor is required for memory retention.
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ar8200 series 2 addendum - TSF70 

Use the main dial or ï ð keys to toggle the. DIMMER ON / OFF. The key may be used as a short cut to OFF. to accept the data and return to a standard display.
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BMW Scanner 1.3.6 - MAFIADOC.COM 

But, as usually, real situation is a little bit harder and some part of units contains hidden data also that helps us to know is digits on dashboards LCD true or false.
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Optoelectronics, Inc. Scoutâ„¢ Serial Interface Specification ... - TSF70 

Mar 22, 1995 - This document describes the serial interface of the Scoutâ„¢, a miniature hand-held .... A RECEIVE ADDRESS of 00 has special meaning.
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led gobo scanner 80 AWS 

Gobo Shake 5 (Speed 1â€¦6). 174. -. 185. Gobo Shake 6 (Speed 1â€¦6). 186. 197. Gobo Shake 7 (Speed 1â€¦6). 198. 209. Gobo Shake 8 (Speed 1â€¦6). 210. -. 221. Gobo Shake 9 (Speed 1â€¦6). 222. -. 231. Gobo Wheel rot. Stop. 232. -. 243. Gobo Wheel rot. 
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EMI and the CT Scanner 

Page 1. è�±. Strategy_EMI_CT. _. Scan. ner_Cas e.pdf http://srprojects.free.fr/desgest. Page 2. Page 3. Page 4. Page 5. Page 6. Page 7. Page 8. Page 9 ...
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CanoScan LiDE 35 Scanner Bar Remplacement 

CanoScan LiDE 35 Scanner Bar Remplacement. Ce guide vous aidera Ã  remplacer la barre de scanner interne. RÃ©digÃ© par: Nick. CanoScan LiDE 35 Scanner ...
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HP Scaniet 5590 Digital Flatbed Scanner Setup Scanner numÃ©rique a ... 

lettre du lecteur de CDâ€”ROM). Remarque : Pour choisir le logiciel du scanner Ã  installer, reportezâ€”vous aux instructions d'installation affichÃ©es Ã  l'Ã©cran et au ...
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VR-5000 Operating Manual 1 Front Panel Controls & Switches - TSF70 

This is the DC power supply connection for the VR-5000. Connect the Supplied PA- ...... Program the area mane (max 8 characters) using the DIAL knob and keypad, as descried previously ... to doze off listening to the radio. 1. Press the [F] key ...
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Remplacement HP Deskjet F4480 Scanner verre 

une Ã©gratignure dans le verre qui affecte la qualitÃ© du document numÃ©risÃ© ou ... Certains cÃ¢bles plats peuvent encore Ãªtre insÃ©rÃ©s Ã  travers le panneau arriÃ¨re.
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The Scanner and The Parser - SeKoS 

Apr 2, 2005 - unique=$(wc -lc < $tmp.2 | awk '{print $1 " (" $2 " chars)"}') echo $total occurrences of $unique symbols. sed 42 q $tmp .2 \. | pr --page - width ...
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HP Photosmart C3180 Scanner Remplacement de l'ampoule 

Retirez le cÃ¢ble reliant le panneau supÃ©rieur de l'imprimante Ã  l'ensemble de bouton d'alimentation.. Ã‰tape 9. Soulevez dÃ©licatement le panneau supÃ©rieur ...
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